In the constant pursuit to provide you with the best products to fill your needs, Nordfab is happy to announce the addition of a new product to our Quick-Fit line: Quick-Fit with Tuff Shield, (or Quick-Fit TS).

This revolutionary new product comes with a flame-sprayed RC60 abrasion coating on the inside. The Tuff Shield coating will drastically increase the life of your ducting in the toughest environments like cement, grain, sand, shot blasts, glass, hardwoods, etc. RC60 material is a multi-carbide structure second only in hardness to Tungsten Carbide while having vastly superior mechanical properties.

Quick-Fit TS is available on all QF parts. However, due to the durable nature of our standard QF products, this high-abrasion coating is primarily designed for use on elbows, branches, reducers, and “extender” pieces that clamp on downstream of elbows to provide even more protection.

Aside from the RC 60 coating, Quick-Fit TS is identical to our standard Nordfab product. It clamps together easily and can be taken apart and cleaned, replaced, or reconfigured in seconds.

“I have been testing RC60 for one and a half years in applications where I would have normally applied 12ga pipe or urethane coating to standard pipe. The problem with urethane coating was the tendency for delimitation and the loss of time and labor for field replacements. I also found that angle flange pipe presented problems with installation in the field and a loss of time due to bolted connections. By using RC60 I have a quick and easy way to run Nordfab ducting that increases my profitability. The RC60 is a diamond in the rough, in fact, it’s as hard as industrial diamonds!”

- Doug Campbell, CQC, Inc. – longtime QF dealer.

Information is subject to change without notice. Please allow 3 weeks for production of all Quick-Fit TS parts.
Quick-Fit installs in half the time of traditional ducting
Quick-Fit (Q-F) clamp-together ducting eliminates rivets, screws, welds and other time-consuming and costly joining methods. The Q-F adjustable nipple also telescopes in length to eliminate precise measurements and wasted parts due to improper measuring. Thanks to the patented Q-F design, straight piping, elbows and branches clamp easily together in seconds, plus they can be put together and taken apart with no special tools. That means you don’t have to throw away your existing ducting each time you make a floor plan change.

Quick-Fit keeps your operations running
Q-F comes in sizes from 3” to 24” in diameter. Thanks to the Q-F clamp-together design, installations, clean outs and changes take only a fraction of the time it takes for traditional ducting. That means less down-time for your operations.

Quick-Fit works for new installations and existing systems
Many of the largest manufacturing facilities being built in the US today go online with complete Q-F systems. Q-F also connects easily to existing ducting systems. Because Q-F can be taken apart and reused, it quickly accommodates floor plan changes and machine replacements.